Pharmacist and professor. Bound sketchbooks (1933–1952) of animals and plants; manuscripts (1956–1957), notebooks (1932–1948), and workbooks (1939–1941) written by Bienfang and relating to pharmacognosy; correspondence (1942) and printed material (1944–1945) relating to the role of pharmacy in military history; and Bienfang’s collection of postage stamps and seals (ca. 1930–1960).

**Box 1**
*Plant and Animal Drugs Workbook* by Dr. Bienfang

Two copies of *Sketchbook of Plant Drugs* Volume 1

**Box 2**
Two copies of *Sketch Book of Plant Drugs* Volume 2

Four blank paperbound copies of *Sketchbook of Plant Drugs*

**Box 3**
One blank paperbound copy of *Sketchbook of Animal Drugs*

Hardcover copy of *Sketchbook or Animal Drugs*

*Plant and Animal Drugs Workbook*, blank

Handwritten manuscript of *A History of Simple Drugs Derived from Contemporary Plants*

**Box 4**
Two Pharmacognosy I record books, with very small instruments taped onto some of the pages.

Pharmacognosy 155 note book.

Two-ring binder with a number of different editions of *Pharmacognosy Workbook*

**Box 5**
Pharmacognosy 155 lab report folder

Two-ring binder with a number of different editions of *Pharmacognosy Workbook*

Hardcover *Pharmacognosy Sketchbook--Plant Drugs*
Small six-ring binder of Lecture Notes for Pharmacognosy 1, Pharmacognosy 100, and Pharmacognosy 101

**Box 6 Folder:**
1.  "Animated Pharmacognosy" catalog (1958)

   Two copies of "A Recommendation of Certain Neologisms and Symbols in the Teaching of Pharmacognosy", presented at the Fourth Pan-American Congress of Pharmacy and Biochemistry, Washington, DC (1957)

   Personal correspondence (1956)

   Music score for "Hospital Corps Song", words by Dr. Bienfang

   Musical score for "U.S. Army Pharmacy Corps Song", words by Dr. Bienfang.

   "Pharmacy in 1976--A Trip to the Future" by Dr. Bienfang

   Pharmacist Gnafneib Revisited--A Fantasy" by Dr. Bienfang. ("Gnafneib" is "Bienfang" spelled backwards.)

2.  Seals and stamps, mostly Christmas commemorative stamps

3.  Postcard Collection


   List of publications by Dr. Bienfang

   Three Annual Ladies’ Night (Norman Lions Club) programs (February 16, 1954)

   Four blank biodrugs records sheets from the University of Oklahoma College of Pharmacy, n.d.

   Two blank membership certificates for the "Drug Store Cowboys", the pharmacy fun organization

   Two blank membership certificates for "The Toga" an honorary professional organization

5.  *Chicago Daily Tribune* Victory in Japan issue. Headline reads "Jap War is Over!" (August 15, 1945)
6. U.S. Army Pharmacy History research notes and correspondence
7. U.S. Army Pharmacy History research notes and correspondence
8. U.S. Army Pharmacy History research notes and correspondence.